
FTR Gold  Monitoring Suite

The gold standard in digital court recording—

extended to multiple courtrooms or courthouses.

FTR Gold Monitoring Suite 7 includes all the recording innovations of Recording Suite that

dramatically improve the quality, capacity, and accessibility of audio and video court

recordings. 

With added remote control and central monitoring of up to 16 channels high-fidelity audio

and four channels of HD video across all rooms, FTR Gold Monitoring Suite has everything

you need to record and manage the court record for the entire courthouse. 

Designed specifically for monitoring and controlling recordings in the courtroom from outside of

the courtroom—For The Record’s suite of monitoring software supports jurisdictions of all sizes. 

TM

Inclusions:

FTR Monitor, Manager, and Player
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https://content.fortherecord.com/ftr-gold-recording-suite/


Revolutionary features and benefits

Advanced recorders, which capture up to 16 channels of high-fidelity audio and four

channels of HD video, are monitored remotely across multiple locations 

Dual-licensing model supports customers requiring difference license types,

including machine or site licenses

Group policy integration manages user accessibility to recordings, log sheets, and

other features of the suite 

Improved installer simplifies upgrade from previous versions of FTR Gold

Compatibility with the latest version of Reporter 7 and Recording Suite 7, as well as

older versions of Warehouse

Simultaneous playback as audio and video recordings are captured verifies quality and

confidence in recording

Intel®Core™ i3 processor equivalent or higher with 4GB RAM

Windows compatible stereo sound playback device

CD or DVD recordable drive or network for content access

Recommended System Specifications

Operating system requirements: Windows® 10 or Windows® 11

FTR Gold Monitoring Suite
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Quick and easy management of recordings of one or many remote recorders from a single

PC anywhere on the network

Clear, level indicators give a complete picture of recording activity across the enterprise

Searchable, time-stamped Log Notes simplify locating specific portions of a hearing


